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From: Ann Friedman
To: All Staff & Faculty DL
Subject: Evergreen Gallery reception tomorrow 5-7pm, speakers at 6pm
Date: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 9:05:43 AM


Ink on Paper: Prints from Simmelink / Sukimoto
 


Reception Thursday April 12, 5-7pm
6pm: discussion with Doris Simmelink and Chris Sukimoto
Exhibition continues through May 2, 2012
 
Simmelink Sukimoto Editions has been printing and publishing works on paper in limited 
editions for 25 years.  Since relocating to Olympia three years ago, Doris Simmelink and 
Chris Sukimoto continue to work in close collaboration with artists from around the U.S.  
With many years of printmaking experience, deep understanding of the artistic process, 
and exquisite ability with technique and problem-solving, Doris and Chris create a 
supportive work environment where the artist’s vision can best be translated into finished 
print.
 
This exhibition includes prints and artist books created using intaglio and woodcut 
processes.   Artists include: Edgar Bryan, Vija Celmins, Charles Garabedian, Alex Katz, 
Robert Mangold, Sylvia Plimack Mangold, Paul Mogensen, Thomas Nozkowski, Laura 
Owens, Monique Prieto, Martin Puryear, Ruth Root, Robert Therrien.
 


Evergreen Gallery is located on the main entry level of the Library Building, room 2204
Gallery hours:  Monday - Friday, 10am - 5pm
www.evergreen.edu/gallery
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From: Evergreen Gallery
To: Library DL
Subject: "Selected Druckworks: Books and Projects by Johanna Drucker" - exhibition continues through Feb 28
Date: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:41:40 PM


If you're having trouble viewing this email, you may see it online.


Share this:    
Evergreen Gallery


Selected Druckworks:


Books and Projects by Johanna Drucker


Exhibition continues through February 28


Artist, writer, typographic poet and scholar-critic Johanna Drucker is widely known for her contributions to
contemporary art theory and history, as well as her prolific output as a creative artist. Throughout her career she has
helped shape the field of artists’ books, visual poetics, and digital aesthetics in dialogue with the arts and critical
issues. Her scholarly writing documents and critiques visual language: letterforms, typography, visual poetry, art and,
lately, digital aesthetics. Drucker is internationally renowned for her book art, which touches on a variety of themes,
especially “the exploration of the conventions of narrative prose and the devices by which it orders, sequences, and
manipulates events according to its own logic” as well as “the use of experimental typography to expand the
possibilities of prose beyond the linear format of traditional presentation.”


Selected Druckworks, at Evergreen Gallery, surveys Drucker’s books, graphic art and visual projects, revealing key
insights into the artist’s development over the course of four decades. It is a smaller version of Drucker’s 40-year
retrospective exhibition, Druckworks, which is currently touring the country.


Drucker’s work has been exhibited at universities, libraries, galleries, and museums throughout the world, including
Museum of Arts and Design, Cooper-Hewitt Museum, National Museum of Women in the Arts, New York Public
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Library, Yale University, Columbia University, Harvard University, Art Institute of Chicago, University of the Arts
(Philadelphia), and Parsons School of Design.


Drucker is currently the Martin and Bernard Breslauer Professor in the Department of Information Studies at the
Graduate School of Education and Information Studies at UCLA.


Evergreen Gallery hours:  Mon, Wed, Thu, Fri 10am - 5pm
Closed for half-hour lunch break starting around 1pm


images at top, left to right:  
cover  of Damaged Spring, 2003  --  image from Combo Meals, 2008  --  page from Stochastic Poetics, 2012
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From: Evergreen Gallery
To: Library DL
Subject: information on the Student Art Gallery, opening/open mic tonight
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2013 12:28:17 PM


If you're having trouble viewing this email, you may see it online.


Share this:    
Evergreen Gallery


The Student Art Gallery at Evergreen has ambitious,
creative plans for this academic year.  Exhibition
openings every two weeks are combined with Open Mic
night, showcasing poetry and music written by students.
 These opening/open mic nights are a great opportunity
to meet the artists and others who are involved with the
arts on campus.  


This week, Thursday November 7 at 7pm, Animatus
opens.  Animatus means to give vitality to or to bring to
life. Organized in coordination with the Comics Club,
Animatus features comics and animations by current
students at The Evergreen State College.  


The next opening/open mic night is Thursday November
21st at 7pm.


The Student Art Gallery is located on the 3rd floor of
Evergreen’s CAB building.  We look forward to seeing you
there.
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From: Evergreen Gallery
To: Library DL
Subject: Evergreen Gallery open Sat Oct 19, noon-6pm
Date: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 6:51:28 AM


If you're having trouble viewing this email, you may see it online.


Share this:    
Evergreen Gallery


Evergreen Gallery open Saturday October 19, noon - 6pm
as part of Return to Evergreen 


http://www.evergreen.edu/alumni/return/full-schedule-R2E.htm


Palace Yurt: Deconstructed, exhibition by Janice Arnold
continues through December 11, 2013


Artist lecture:  Wednesday November 20, 11:30-1:00, Lecture Hall 1
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Evergreen alumna Janice Arnold’s art and installation work has been redefining the boundaries of
handmade FELT for more than 10 years. Her massive installation, Palace Yurt, a contemporary
translation of traditional Mongolian structures, was the centerpiece of the Smithsonian Cooper-
Hewitt National Design Museum’s 2009 Fashioning Felt exhibition in New York.


Palace Yurt: Deconstructed gives visitors a rare look behind the scenes of this groundbreaking work
of textile art, including many pieces from the original installation. See how it all came together, from
inspiration to logistics and technical drawings, the raw materials to the full artistic vision.


Gallery hours:  
Monday-Friday, 10am-5pm.  Closed for lunch from 1-1:30 on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays.
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From: Evergreen Gallery
To: Library DL
Subject: opening on Thursday: Janice Arnold"s "Palace Yurt: Deconstructed"
Date: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:20:21 PM


If you're having trouble viewing this email, you may see it online.


Share this:    
Evergreen Gallery


Palace Yurt: Deconstructed
by Janice Arnold


Opening reception: Thursday October 10, 2013, 5-7 pm
Exhibition continues through December 11, 2013


Artist lecture:  Wednesday November 20, 11:30-1:00, Lecture Hall 1


Evergreen alumna Janice Arnold’s art and installation work has been redefining the boundaries of
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handmade FELT for more than 10 years. Her massive installation, Palace Yurt, a contemporary
translation of traditional Mongolian structures, was the centerpiece of the Smithsonian Cooper-
Hewitt National Design Museum’s 2009 Fashioning Felt exhibition in New York.


Palace Yurt: Deconstructed gives visitors a rare look behind the scenes of this groundbreaking work
of textile art, including many pieces from the original installation. See how it all came together, from
inspiration to logistics and technical drawings, the raw materials to the full artistic vision.


Regular gallery hours start on Friday October 11:  
Monday-Friday, 10am-5pm.  Closed for lunch from 1-1:30 on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays.
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From: Evergreen Gallery
To: Library DL
Subject: Evergreen State College Art Collection on display
Date: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 4:53:02 PM


If you're having trouble viewing this email, you may see it online.


Share this:    
Evergreen Gallery


John Divola, Untitled, from the Vandalism series, 1974, gelatin silver print, 7” x 7"


An Abstract - Representational Continuum:
Selections from


The Evergreen State College Art Collection


January 16 - February 6, 2013


The Evergreen State College started to develop an art collection in the 1970’s.  In addition to works by West Coast
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artists, the College collected photographs by nationally-recognized artists, many of whom are now household names. 
This exhibition displays these works side-by-side, suggesting areas of relationship and of difference.  In doing so,
ideas about representation and abstraction come to the fore.  Many Northwest artists during the 1970s were
exploring the expressiveness of abstraction.  And while photography can be a medium for extremely accurate
representation, artists also use it to question “reality” or to represent the realm of the imaginary and spiritual.


Artists include: Guy Anderson, Diane Arbus, Ed Blackburn, Paul Caponigro, Judy Dater, Ralph Gibson, Ford
Gilbreath, Joseph Goldberg, Stephen Hazel, Allan Houser, Thomas Johnston, Helmi Juvonen, Norman Lundin, Alden
Mason, Ralph Eugene Meatyard, Richard Misrach, Royal Nebeker, Neil Parsons, D.G. Smith, Jay Steensma, Charles
Stokes, Barbara Earl Thomas, Jerry Uelsmann, Wesley Wehr, Brett Weston, Edward Weston, William Wiley, and
others.


HOURS:   Mon Tue Wed Fri, 10am - 5pm; and Thu, noon - 4:30. 
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From: Evergreen Gallery
To: Library DL
Subject: opening Thu. Oct. 10, Janice Arnold"s "Palace Yurt: Deconstructed"
Date: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:56:10 PM


If you're having trouble viewing this email, you may see it online.


Share this:    
Evergreen Gallery


Palace Yurt: Deconstructed
by Janice Arnold


Opening reception: Thursday October 10, 2013, 5-7 pm
Exhibition continues through December 11, 2013


Artist lecture:  Wednesday November 20, 11:30-1:00, Lecture Hall 1


Evergreen alumna Janice Arnold’s art and installation work has been redefining the boundaries of
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handmade FELT for more than 10 years. Her massive installation, Palace Yurt, a contemporary
translation of traditional Mongolian structures, was the centerpiece of the Smithsonian Cooper-
Hewitt National Design Museum’s 2009 Fashioning Felt exhibition in New York.


Palace Yurt: Deconstructed gives visitors a rare look behind the scenes of this groundbreaking work
of textile art, including many pieces from the original installation. See how it all came together, from
inspiration to logistics and technical drawings, the raw materials to the full artistic vision.


Gallery hours TBD, please check web site after Oct. 8
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From: Evergreen Gallery
To: Library DL
Subject: Dec. 11 - Artist talk by Johanna Drucker - last day of "Palace Yurt: Deconstructed"
Date: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 1:24:13 PM
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Share this:    
Evergreen Gallery


Next week:
Johanna Drucker


Artist lecture:  Wednesday December 11, 11:30-1:00, Lecture Hall 1
Johanna Drucker's books & visual projects will be exhibited


in Evergreen Gallery during winter quarter, info below.


in Evergreen Gallery: 
Palace Yurt: Deconstructed by Janice Arnold


continues through Wednesday December 11
Gallery hours through Dec. 11:  


Monday-Friday, 10am-5pm.  Closed for lunch from 1-1:30 on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays.


 


Selected Druckworks: Books and Projects by Johanna Drucker
Artist, writer, typographic poet and scholar-critic Johanna Drucker is widely known for her contributions to
contemporary art theory and history, as well as her prolific output as a creative artist. Throughout her career she has
helped shape the field of artists’ books, visual poetics, and digital aesthetics in dialogue with the arts and critical
issues. Her scholarly writing documents and critiques visual language: letterforms, typography, visual poetry, art and,
lately, digital aesthetics. Drucker is internationally renowned for her book art, which touches on a variety of themes,
especially “the exploration of the conventions of narrative prose and the devices by which it orders, sequences, and
manipulates events according to its own logic” as well as “the use of experimental typography to expand the
possibilities of prose beyond the linear format of traditional presentation.”


Selected Druckworks, at Evergreen Gallery, surveys Drucker’s books, graphic art and visual projects, revealing key
insights into the artist’s development over the course of four decades. It is a smaller version of Drucker’s 40-year
retrospective exhibition, Druckworks, which is currently touring the country.


Drucker’s work has been exhibited at universities, libraries, galleries, and museums throughout the world, including
Museum of Arts and Design, Cooper-Hewitt Museum, National Museum of Women in the Arts, New York Public
Library, Yale University, Columbia University, Harvard University, Art Institute of Chicago, University of the Arts
(Philadelphia), and Parsons School of Design.


Drucker is currently the Martin and Bernard Breslauer Professor in the Department of Information Studies at the
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Graduate School of Education and Information Studies at UCLA.
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From: Ann Friedman
Subject: Senior Thesis Exhibitions - opening reception Thursday May 17 5-7pm
Date: Monday, May 14, 2012 2:25:56 PM


Share This:    
Evergreen Gallery


Senior Thesis Exhibitions


Karissa Carlson, Libertas; Natalie Erickson; Mary Elizabeth Evans, 
We Are Still Here; Marina Gagarina, Highlights of Elephant 
Evolution; Corey Johnson, Has the circus left town?


 
Opening reception Thursday May 17, 5-7pm
Exhibition continues through June 15 (limited hours week of June 11-15)
 
Saturday May 19 - “Return to Evergreen - 40th Anniversary”
Open house, 1:30-6:30pm - Meet the artists, 5-6:30pm
 
The talent and dedication of five graduating seniors is being celebrated in an Evergreen 
Gallery exhibition. Karissa Carlson, Natalie Erickson, Mary Elizabeth Evans, Marina 
Gagarina, and Corey Johnson were selected from among a strong group of applicants to 
participate in Senior Thesis Projects. The artists work in various media: painting, 
drawing, printmaking, collage, photography, and animation.
 
Gallery hours:  Monday-Friday, 10am - 5pm
 
          *         *          *          *          *          *          *          *          *
 


Mary Elizabeth Evans, The Crying Virgin, 
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Karissa Carlson, Letting Go, 2011, Archival Inkjet Print,
25" x 36"


2012, CMYK Serigraphy Print, 4” x 5”


Natalie Erickson, Untitled #1, 2012, Oil on Canvas, 24” x 30”
 


Marina Gagarina, Drawings for animated film 
Highlights of Elephant Evolution, 2012,
pen and ink on printer paper
 


Corey Johnson, Torn, 2012,
Watercolor on Coldpress paper, 18" x 12"
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From: Evergreen Gallery
To: Library DL
Subject: exhibition of art quilts honoring Faith Ringgold
Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 11:54:41 AM


If you're having trouble viewing this email, you may see it online.
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Faith Ringgold, Tar Beach 2, 1990, multicolored silkscreen on silk plain weave, printed cotton plain weave, other fabrics,
66” x 67”, produced at The Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia, in an edition of 24 with artist proofs.
 


Honoring Faith
continues through November 30


Honoring Faith is an exhibition of art quilts celebrating the life work of Faith Ringgold; artist,
author, educator and quilt maker.  In addition to Ringgold’s editioned quilt, Tar Beach 2, the
exhibition includes 28 quilts made by artists from throughout the U.S.: 
Gwendolyn Aqui
Carol Beck
Sherry Boram
Bisa Butler
Carolyn Crump,
Adriene Cruz
Ife Felix
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Marjorie Diggs Freeman
Laura Gadson
Myrah Brown Green
Peggie Hartwell
Sylvia Hernandez
Sonji Hunt
 Shani Jamila O’Neal
 Jacqueline Johnson
Arlene Kweli Jones
Viola Burley Leak
Carolyn Mazloomi
Dindga McCannon
Ed Johnetta Miller
Pixeladies
Susan Sato
Latifah Shakir
Carole Staples
Rita Strickland
Sherry Whetstone-McCall
Trish Williams
Sauda Zahra
 
 
The exhibition Honoring Faith was organized and circulated by The City College of New York
- Arts and Culture in the Office of Government and Community Affairs.
 
Evergreen Gallery hours:  Monday noon-4:30 pm; Tuesday-Friday 10am-5pm
Exhibition continues through November 30; closed Nov. 12 and Nov. 19-23
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Selected Druckworks:


Books and Projects by Johanna Drucker


Exhibition continues through February 28


Evergreen Gallery is now open on Tuesdays!


Closed Monday February 17


Two more weeks to see Johanna's books, mixed media drawings, prints, broadsides, and videos.  Her thought-
provoking art explores a wide range of content, from the physical aspects of the book form and typography to
political, social, and psychological themes, such as modern warfare, gender issues, and 21st century technology --
what these technologies say about contemporary culture and what they can tell us about our future.


Evergreen Gallery hours:  Mon - Friday, 10am - 5pm
Closed for half-hour lunch break starting around 1pm


images at top, left to right:  
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cover  of Damaged Spring, 2003  --  image from Combo Meals, 2008  --  page from Stochastic Poetics, 2012
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Reception for the Artists, Thursday April 11, 5-7 pm


“Finish” in the Creative Act 
 
The Evergreen State College’s Visual Arts faculty and staff are creating art in their own
studios while being intensely involved with students’ creative processes in the College’s
studios.


For this exhibition, Visual Arts faculty and staff were invited to express some of their ideas
about “finish” – both through their art and through their written statements.


The creative process for all artists includes decisions about working to a point of finished or
unfinished, about finishing touches or the degree of finish.  Artists come to these decisions in
innumerable, personal ways, among them: intuitively - being responsive to process -
following through to the end of an initial idea or plan - and - or …


Artists include:
Susan Aurand, Judith Baumann, Evan Blackwell, Steve Davis, Aisha Harrison, Lucia Harrison,
Don Jensen, Bob Leverich, Jean Mandeberg, Shaw Osha, Michelle Pope, Lisa Sweet, Bruce
Thompson, Joe Tougas, Gail Tremblay, Bob Woods
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Danielle Bodine, Pacific Journey (detail),
2011, mixed media with Asian skewers


 
Adriene Cruz, Sun Song (detail), 2008,
embellished painted fabric


 
Alonzo Davis, Precarious Container
Series (detail),  2011, bamboo with
collaged paintings and mixed media


Evergreen Gallery exhibition selected as BEST ART SHOW by Alec Clayton in the
Weekly Volcano's (Tacoma, WA) "Best of Olympia" issue


An artwork at Evergreen, Cappy Thompson’s I Imagine Us as a Holy Family Engaging
in the Great Work of Increasing the Light, part of the Washington State Arts
Commission (ArtsWA) collection, is featured in a smart phone app


DETAILS:


"Gathering Together: The Art of Danielle Bodine, Adriene Cruz and Alonzo Davis"
(images above) was selected by Alec Clayton as Best Art Show of last year.  "The
Volcano's 2013 Best of Olympia issue gives recognition to the people, places and
things in Olympia and Thurston County that deserve it."


http://www.weeklyvolcano.com/entertainment/guides/2013/02/Best-of-Olympia-2013-Arts-and-Entertainment-Lauren-O-Neill-Bruce-
Whitney-ruby-re-usable-chris-maynar/
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BEST ART SHOW
"Gathering Together"


"Gathering Together: The art of Danielle Bodine, Adriene Cruz and Alonzo Davis"at The
Evergreen State College brought a wide variety of works celebrating traditions of many cultures
to the Olympia campus. The three artists combined varied materials and techniques including
weaving, stitching, tying, painting, collaging, sculpting, and more, with natural and
manufactured materials to create artworks both traditional and innovative with a strong sense of
connection to the earth and to peoples of many cultures. While first looking at the show before
reading any of the wall labels I was convinced that I was seeing art by African and Native
American artists. I was not. But the strong connection with the earth and with native traditions
from both continents conveyed that feeling. Bodine is a fiber artist originally from Seattle and
now living on Whidbey Island. Cruz is a native of Harlem in New York City, now living in
Portland. Davis, a Southern Californian who attributes his art to influences from world travel,
wrote: "The magic of the Southwest United States, Brazil, Haiti and West Africa has penetrated
my work. ... and the colors and rhythms of the Pacific Rim continue to infiltrate." - AC
 


The app is called “StQRy” (pronounced “story”) and is free to anyone with a smart
phone or other mobile device, such as a tablet.  It gives users easy access to information
about artwork at a site and includes photos, a map of the artwork’s specific location, etc. 
Through StQry, ArtsWA is highlighting 30 of the more than 4,500 artworks in the State
Art Collection.


StQry includes Evergreen's artwork by Cappy Thompson, I Imagine Us as a Holy Family
Engaging in the Great Work of Increasing the Light, which flows across the corner windows of
the Library's 3rd floor, visible from the interior and exterior.
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Terrain
Plateau Native
Art and Poetry


Reception with artists in
attendance:  Saturday
April 26, 2-4pm
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Janice Arnold
Artist lecture:  Wednesday November 20, 11:30-1:00, Lecture Hall 1


Exhibition in Evergreen Gallery, Palace Yurt: Deconstructed
continues through December 11, 2013


To coincide with her exhibition in Evergreen Gallery, Janice Arnold will be giving a talk as part of The
Evergreen State College Art Lecture Series.


Reviews of Palace Yurt: Deconstructed: 
Alec Clayton's review is in The  Weekly Volcano, Tacoma, WA
The review by Rosemary Ponnekanti apperaed in The  Tacoma News Tribune and The Olympian


Evergreen Gallery hours:  
Monday-Friday, 10am-5pm.  Closed for lunch from 1-1:30 on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays.
Closed Thanksgiving week, November 25-29.
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R.T. Leverich, Meander (detail), 2012, granite, 7" x 30" x 240"
 


R.T. Leverich: Stone Works
 
October 5-17, 2012
Reception: Saturday, October 6, 7-9pm
 
Bob Leverich, Evergreen faculty member and friend of Evergreen Gallery,
exhibits in Olympia at Susan Christian Project Space, 114 Capitol Way. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 12-7pm
 
"The image of stone being fluid, breathing...the sense of arrested
movement... dwellings separate, but grounded and connected...
time captured in the swirls and patterns of stone"
-- Cyril Reade, Director of the Rutgers-Camden Center for the Arts, Curator
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You are invited to attend the dedication of
Sumi Wu’s Root and Wing
at The Evergreen State College


When:  Wednesday, May 14, at 3pm


Where:  The Evergreen State College – Lab 1 building, ground floor lobby


Root and Wing, completed in December, 2013, fills the Lab 1 lobby space with organisms that
seem to grow from the ceiling and walls.  Sumi used cast bronze, cast aluminum, and hand-
blown glass to create lively, colorful, organic forms that embody the beauty and flow of
nature while evoking natural processes of change, relationship, evolution, and adaptation.


The installation will be dedicated by:
Thomas L. (Les) Purce, President, The Evergreen State College
Mike Sweney, Art in Public Places Program Manager, ArtsWA (the Washington State Arts Commission


There will be three performances:
Sumi Wu, Artist, dancing to music by Benjamin Starshine
Anne Rutherford, storytelling
Paul Susi, monologue


Please join us to celebrate the addition of this artwork to the Evergreen campus and for some
light refreshments.
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Root and Wing was commissioned by the Washington State Arts Commission in partnership with The
Evergreen State College
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Terrain: Plateau Native Art & Poetry
Through May 7, 2014
Reception with Artists attending on Saturday April 26, 2-4pm


Terrain: Plateau Native Art & Poetry is a print portfolio and exhibition that was
organized by Joe Feddersen, artist and Evergreen Faculty Emeritus. Bringing
together relief prints and poetry created by 34 Plateau artists and writers, it
presents a visual and verbal journey through physical, emotional, and visionary
landscapes. Feddersen writes: “Defined by the crest of the Cascades to the
Continental Divide, touching northern California extending far north into British
Columbia, Terrain speaks of the textures of the earth – the homeland of the
Plateau people. This compilation of expressions, relief prints and poems,
breathes the life of ongoing cultures inherent to place.”


For its showing in Evergreen Gallery, Terrain is accompanied by Extended
Terrain: Contemporary American Indian Prints


Terrain artists and poets: Leo Adams, Sherman Alexie, Neal Ambrose, Gloria
Bird, Ron Carraher, Vic Charlo, Corwin Clairmont, Cameron Decker, Alyne
Watlamet DeCoteau, Debra Earling, Vanessa Enos, Carly Feddersen, Joe
Feddersen, Ryan Feddersen, Jennifer Ferguson, Frank Finley, Ric Gendron,
Cheryl Grunlose, Michael Holloman, Van Holloman, James Lavadour, Miles
Miller, Ramon Murillo, Rochelle Kulei, Ed Archie NoiseCat, William Passmore,
Lillian Pitt, Lawney Reyes, Susan Sheoships, Jaune Quick-To-See Smith, Kirby
Stanton, Toma Villa, Ramona Wilson, Elizabeth Woody


Relief prints are 5"x7"


From above left:


Ron Carraher
Colville Confederated Tribes
Homelessterrain.info


Corwin Clairmont
Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes
Tarsand Trout
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Extended Terrain artists: Ann Appleby, Rick Bartow, Marwin Begay, Corwin
Clairmont, Herman Pi’ikea Clark, Joe David, Joe Feddersen, Harry Fonseca,
Edgar Heap-of-Birds, John Hitchcock, Peter Jemison, Jean LaMarr, Alex
McCarty, George Morrison, Jaune Quick-To-See Smith, Duane Slick, Gail
Tremblay, Kay Walkingstick, Emmi, Whitehorse, Elizabeth Woody, Melanie
Yazzie


This project  was made possible through support from the
Longhouse Education and Cultural Center.


Evergreen Gallery hours: Mon - Fri, 10am - 5pm


Carly Feddersen
Colville Confederated Tribes
(Okanagan/Arrow Lakes)
Sit


Ric Gendron
Colville/Umatilla
Self Portrait
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On,
With and


Against
 


 
 


Friday May 24, 6-8 PM
is the opening reception. 


Exhibition continues
through June 14.


 
 
                  Students from the program
"Video in/and Performance Art" will be
presenting the culmination of their work
this year as an art exhibition and lecture
series called On, With and Against.  The


exhibition in Evergreen Gallery includes video, multi-media and performance works.


Faculty member Naima Lowe and the students state: “The title, On, With and Against,
is borrowed from a book called Disidentifications by Jose Esteban Munoz. This text
explores the ways that artists confront racial, cultural and gendered difference in the
United States.  It provided a potent shared vocabulary for how we can work to unhinge
ourselves from oppressive power dynamics such as racism, sexism and cultural
appropriation while acknowledging our complex relationships to those systems. As
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artists, students, collaborators, performers, philosophers, and people we're called to
work On, With and Against the imposed stereotypes, distorted imagery and oppressive
histories that shape so many aspects of our identities.”
 
The show includes work by:
Grace Ellis
Nina Fortier
Andrea Goodman
Johanna Gilje
Chelsea Harris
Cheyenne Hendrickson
Hannah Morgan
Katy O’Neil
Asheem Rai
Christopher Salveter
Alice Wynne


Gallery hours during the exhibition:
Tue, Wed May 28 and 29 – 10am-6pm
Sat June 1 during Return to Evergreen, hours TBD
Mon, Tue, Wed June 3, 4, 5 – 10am-6pm
Fri June 14 before graduation, 11am-12:30pm
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